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I. I NTRODUCTION

SonoVueTM is a second generation contrast agent, consisting of SF6 gas microbubbles encapsulated
by an elastic lipid shell. It is the only agent allowed for clinical use in Europe. Predicting the dynamic
behavior of ultrasound insonified SonoVueTM microbubbles has been of much clinical interest. To improve
detection methods and to develop therapeutic applications, the behavior of individual microbubbles has
been observed and analyzed.

Because SonoVueTM has a mean diameter of 2µm, its resonance frequency is above 3 MHz. Bubbles
smaller than resonant size hardly generate an acoustic response, but insonifying at higher frequencies
seriously affects the penetration depth of the ultrasound. The coalescence of microbubbles might be
used to increase the acoustic response from bulk agent at relatively low acoustic frequencies, without
increasing the dosage. Since the strongest acoustic response is generated by bubbles above resonant size,
a theoretically simple way to increase scattering from contrast agent would be to induce bubble coalescence
until the bubbles reach resonant sizes.

In this paper, a method is presented to model coalescence behavior of SonoVueTM microbubbles. The
in vitro experiments have been performed on a similar agent.
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Fig. 1. Modified RPNNP equation, including the shell elasticity parameterSp.
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II. OSCILLATING LIPID -ENCAPSULATED BUBBLES

Most models have been based on those for oscillating free gas bubbles. An overview of oscillating free
gas bubble models was published by Vokurka [1]. Although the well-known RPNNP equation properly
describes the oscillations of an individual microbubble in an ultrasonic field, it does not account for the
presence of an encapsulation. De Jong introduced shell parameters to account for the presence of the shell
[2], [3]. The resulting modified RPNNP equation is demonstrated in Figure 1. The effect of the internal
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Fig. 2. Oscillating experimental contrast microbubble. The image sequence spans one ultrasonic cycle. The first frame has been captured
prior to ultrasound arrival. Inter-frame times for the other frames are 0.33µs. Each frame corresponds to a88 × 58 µm2 area. Above: a
® 1.5 µm bubble strongly oscillates (MI= 0.67). Below: radius–period plot of the event. The solid line represents an oscillating free gas
bubble.

friction inside the shell is included in the total damping coefficient [2], [4], [5]:

δt = δrad + δvis + δth +
Sf

mω
, (1)

whereδrad is the damping coefficient due to reradiation,δvis is the viscous damping coefficient,δth is the
thermal damping coefficient,Sf is the shell friction parameter, andm is the effective mass of the bubble–
liquid system. Gorceet al. computed the shell elasticity parameterSp and the shell friction parameter
Sf for SonoVueTM, based on acoustic measurements on bulk agent [6]. They foundSp = 1.1 N m−1

and Sf = 0.27 × 10−6 kg s−1, using acoustic pressures in the clinical diagnostic range. Postemaet al.
investigated phospholipid-encapsulated gas bubbles, kindly supplied by Bracco Reasearch SA, Geneva,
Switzerland, that are very similar to SonoVueTM [7]. Instead of SF6, however, the bubbles contain the
heavier C3F8. Individual contrast agent microbubles were subjected to high-speed photography during
insonification, and relative excursions were then compared to computations from De Jong’s model and a
modified Herring equation published by Morganet al. [8], substituting the shell parameters from Gorceet
al. It was found that at high acoustic pressures (MI> 0.6), De Jong’s model gives conservative estimates
for the maximal excursion, whereas Morgan’s model predicts maximal excursions that are too high.
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At high acoustic pressures, high-speed photographs show that the lipid-encapsulated bubbles may expand
to more than ten-fold their initial surface areas during one ultrasonic cycle [9]. The shell consists of a
lipid monolayer that, under the conditions of the experiments, is in a solid state. It behaves like an elastic
membrane that ruptures under relatively small strain [10]. By the time of maximal expansion, therefore,
the shell has ruptured, leaving newly formed clean free interfaces. As such, the elastic properties of the
shell will have diminished, resulting in a maximal expansion similar to a free gas bubble. Figure 2 shows
an example of an optical sequence of an insonified Bracco agent microbubble, captured during one high-
MI ultrasonic cycle. Clearly, the simulated curve (Sp = 0 N m−1, Sf = 0 kg s−1) and the measured radii
match [11].

For MI< 0.1, Gorce’s shell parameters are presumed valid, whereas for MI> 0.6, shell parameters should
be neglected. The validity of shell parameters in the regime0.1 <MI< 0.6 has been under investigation.

III. L IPID-ENCAPSULATED BUBBLES TRANSLATING TOWARDS EACH OTHER

In order to coalesce, bubbles have to translate towards each other. The mean approach velocityva of
two approximately identical bubbles is given by [12], [11]:

va = − (2πfp−ac)
2

27η
ρκ2 R5

0

d2
0

, (2)

wheref is the insonifying frequency,p−ac is the peak rarefactional acoustic pressure,η is the viscosity of
the liquid, d0 is the distance between the centers of the two bubbles, andκ is the compressibility of the
bubble

κ =
1

ρ

∂ρ

∂p
. (3)

Figure 3 shows 5 image frames of two® 4 µm Bracco constrast microbubbles, each captured after

D E F G H
Fig. 3. The approach of two® 4 µm experimental contrast bubbles induced by a secondary radiation force. Each image frame corresponds
to a 30 × 20 µm2 area. Frames are each captured after insonification by 10 cycles of0.5 MHz ultrasound (MI= 0.67). c© 2004 World
Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology. Reprinted from Postema M, van Wamel A, Lancée CT, de Jong N. Ultrasound-induced
encapsulated microbubble phenomena.Ultrasound Med Biol200430(6):827–840.

insonification by 10 cycles of 0.5 MHz ultrasound (durationtp = 20 µs). Each image frame corresponds
to a30×20 µm2 area. During every ultrasound burst the bubbles draw nearer to each other. For each center-
to-center distanced0 measured the mean approach velocityva has been computed from equation (2), taking
κ = 5×10−6 m2 N−1 (estimated from [2] and [12]). By combiningd0 with va, the theoretical distances
∆dth = vatp have been computed. These were compared to the distance∆dm measured from Figure 3.
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TABLE I

TRAVELED DISTANCES AND MEAN VELOCITIES OF APPROACHING BUBBLES.

frame d0 va ∆dth ∆dm

(µm) (cm s−1) (µm) (µm)

a 21.2 15 3.0 3.2
b 18.0 20 4.0 3.9
c 14.1 33 6.6 6.4
d 7.7 111 > 7.7 7.7
e 0

The results are summarized in Table I. The measured values∆d are consistent with theory. While the
bubbles approach each other, their maximal sizes determine when they come into contact.

IV. FLATTENING OF THE INTERFACES AND LIPID-ENCAPSULATED MICROBUBBLE COALESCENCE

When two lipid-encapsulated gas bubbles are driven into each other, coalescence into a single bubble
may result. The following stages of bubble coalescence have been identified (cf. Figure 4): flattening of
the opposing bubble surfaces prior to contact, drainage of the interposed liquid film toward a critical
minimal thickness, rupture of the liquid film, and formation of a single bubble. If the critical thickness
is not reached during collision, the bubbles bounce off each other instead. Free gas bubble coalescence

Fig. 4. Coalescing Bracco microbubbles during expansion. Interframe times are 0.33µs. Each frame corresponds to a
21× 21µm2 area.

after collision has been studied extensively [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. With ultrasound contrast
agents, microbubble coalescence has been observed during ultrasound insonification, when expanding
microbubbles come into contact with each other [19], [9], [20]. With the aid of high-speed photography,
the coalescence times of insonified Bracco microbubbles were investigated. Observed coalescence times
were compared to calculated film drainage times, based on the Reynolds equation [21] for no-slip interfaces
and on the drainage equation for free interfaces. It was concluded that the bubbles behaved as if they
had free interfaces like free gas bubbles [9]. However, to support this conclusion, the drainage equations
were also validated for expanding free gas microbubbles. Rigid-shelled contrast agent microbubbles were
exposed to high-intensity ultrasound, in order to release gas, and measure the coalescence times of these
free gas bubbles [22].

The Weber number for a fluid containing two bubbles with radiiR1 andR2, respectively, is given by
the inertial force relative to the surface tension force:

We = ρ u2

/
σ

Rm

, (4)
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whereu is the relative approach velocity,ρ is the fluid density,σ is the surface tension, andRm is the
mean bubble radius for which holds:

2

Rm

=
1

R1

+
1

R2

. (5)

We propose to extend this criterium to approaching walls of expanding bubbles. Because the radius and
with it the approach velocity of oscillating bubbles change during a cycle, so does the Weber number.
The approach velocity for expanding bubbles with a constant center-to-center distance is

u = Ṙ1 + Ṙ2 . (6)

If the Weber number is low (We/0.5), bubble coalescence will always occur, without flattening of
the adjacent surfaces prior to contact [17]. In the high Weber number regimen (We'1), coalescence is
determined by a second step, after flattening: drainage of the interposed liquid film. When the expansion
time is less than the time needed for film drainage, the bubbles will bounce off each other [23].

The radial velocity of the liquid in the film is a combination of a plug flow driven by the motion of
the interfaces, and a laminar velocity profile (analogous to Poiseuille flow) driven by the radial pressure
gradient [24], [25]. If the bubble surfaces consist of a high concentration of surfactant, on our working
scales the interfaces are to be considered immobile (no-slip) [26]. In the case of no-slip interfaces, the
interfacial tangential velocity is zero, so the plug flow contribution is zero [24]. In the case of free
interfaces, the Poiseuille contribution to the drainage flow becomes negligible [26], [24]. The film drainage
time for free radial surfaces is approximated by the equation [27], [28]:

τd ≈ Rf

√
ρ

8 p
log

(
hi

hc

)
, (7)

whereRf is the film radius,hi is the initial thickness,hc is the critical film thickness, at which the film
ruptures, andp is the pressure difference between film and surrounding fluid which is taken

p = σ

(
1

R1

+
1

R2

)
. (8)

In our computations, we take

ρ = 998 kg m−3,
σ = 0.072 N m−1, and
hc = 10 nm.

(9)

Flattening takes place when:

Ṙ1 + Ṙ2 À dh

dt
, (10)

whereas the flat film drainage happens in the next stage, when

Ṙ1 ≈ Ṙ2 ≈ 0. (11)

Thus, during drainage, on our timescales, we may considerp andRf constant over time [9].
Calculated drainage times from an inertial drainage model assuming clean, stress-free interfaces are

consistent with the observations: For large (fully expanded) bubbles the drainage times are too large
(larger than a bubble oscillation cycle) to allow for film drainage and coalescence (cf. Figure 5). Smaller
microbubble fragments, however, easily coalesce on very short timescales [9], [22].
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Fig. 5. Coalescing and bouncing Bracco microbubbles during expansion. Interframe times are 0.33µs. Each frame corresponds
to a 30× 30µm2 area.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It takes tens of ultrasonic cycles to drive bubbles into each other, but it takes only one cycle to have
them coalesce, if they are small enough. Despite the high approach velocity for large bubbles, drainage
times are so high, that coalescence cannot occur. The total time of coalescence is approximated by the
approach time added to the drainage time. If the Weber number is lower than 0.5, the drainage time itself
is zero.

Ultrasound-induced coalescence of lipid-encapsulated Bracco contrast agent microbubbles is feasible.
The coalescence of microbubbles might be used to increase the acoustic response from bulk agent at
relatively low acoustic frequencies, without increasing the dosage. A theoretically simple way to increase
scattering from contrast agent would be to induce bubble coalescence until the bubbles reach resonant
sizes.
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